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ABSTRACT

The aim of this Report is to determine the factors required to convert the air kerma measured
using an ionization chamber to absorbed dose to water when irradiated with medium energy
X-rays. This principally involved the determination of the ratio of the mass energy absorption
I:oefficients of water to air and the chamber correction factor for an NE2561 ionization chamber.

'The ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air was calculated by averaging the
Jmonoenergetic values over the photon fluence spectrum at 2 cm deep in water. The photon
fluence spectrum was calculated using the EGS4 Monte Carlo code based on measured spectra
in air.

~[he chamber correction factor for a NE2561 chamber was determined using two methods. First
1he absorbed dose to water was measured using a NE2561 chamber and compared with that
11Sing a NE2571 chamber. The chamber correction factor varied from (1.022:t 0.03) to (1.016:t
0.01) for HVL between 0.15 and 4 mmCu. Secondly the air kerma in water was measured using
t'he NE2561 chamber and compared with the absorbed dose to water determined using a
calorimeter. Initial measurements revealed that the water calorimeter was too insensitive when
l1sing medium energy X-rays. An ice calorimeter was built to overcome this problem.

1rhe validity of the absorbed dose to water measured using the ice calorimeter was checked by
c:omparison with the primary standard graphite calorimeter irradiated with 6OCO gamma rays.
1rhe resultant calibration factor for a NE2561 chamber determined using the ice calorimeter was
less than that using the graphite calorimeter by (1.8 :!: 0.08)%. The ice calorimeter was then used
to determine the chamber correction factor for the NE2561 chamber when irradiated with X-rays
~;enerated at 134 kV. The chamber correction factor was (0.98:!: 0.05).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the United Kingdom, radiotherapy with external photon beams is performed mainly with

beam energies equal to or greater than that of 6OCO. However, medium energy X-rays are

routinely used for treating turnours close to the surface of the skin and for palliation. In England

[1] from 1992-1993, 89,898 radiotherapy exposures were administered using medium energy X-

rays.

Presently in the UK [2], dosimetry using medium energy X-rays for radiotherapy is based on

ICRU Report 23 [3]. In 1987 the International Atomic Energy Agency [4] published a Code of

Practice (IAEA TRS 277). This resulted in the absorbed dose to water determined using IAEA

:TRS 277 being greater than that using ICRU Report 23 by a maximum of 12.5% at 0.15 mm Cu

;HVL (see Figure 1.1). A second set of factors have recently been published by the IAEA [5]

Iresulting in the maximum difference between the two codes being halved. The initial aim of this

:project is to measure the absorbed dose to water accurately using medium energy X-rays and

'therefore resolve the discrepancy among the three sets of data.

1m the UK the secondary standard therapy level chamber is a NE2561. The second aim of this

project was to determine the factors to convert the air kerma measured using a NE2561 chamber

1:0 absorbed dose to water.

1.1 OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

1:'his report is divided into seven chapters, the first four chapters investigate the measurement

of absorbed dose to water using ionization chambers, while the final three chapters explore

calorimeters. Chapter 2 describes the measurement of absorbed dose to water using an

u:>nization chamber and analyses the difference between IAEA TRS 277 and ICRU Report 23.

Ijr\ Chapter 3 a suitable ionization chamber to measure absorbed dose to water in the medium

energy X-ray range is investigated. The chamber correction factor (kch) for the U.K secondary

standard chamber (NE2561) is determined and the constituent parts of kch are analysed.

1
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Figure 1.1 Comparison of the factors to convert the air kerma

measured using an ionization chamber to absorbed dose to water

at 5 cm deep in water
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In Chapter 4 the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air over the medium

energy X-ray range are calculated using Monte Carlo techniques based on measured primary

spectra. In the second half of the chapter a suitable beam quality index for medium energy X-

rays is investigated. The results of a survey of the quality index used by medium energy

radiotherapy centres in the UK are presented.

The final chapter summarises the results obtained in this project and makes suggestions for

future improvements to the ice calorimeter.

3
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2 MEASUREMENT OF ABSORBED DOSE WATER USING MEDIUM

ENERGY X-RAYS

2.1 DETERMINA nON OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER USING

IAEA TRS 277

For X-ray beams between 0.17 and 3.37 mm Cu HVL (100 kV and 280 kV generating

potential), the IAEA code [4] recommends that the absorbed dose to water is measured

using a calibrated ionization chamber. If the ionization chamber is on the beam axis,

with its centre at 5 crn deep in a water phantom and irradiated with a 10 x 10 cm2 field,

the absorbed dose to water is given by:

D, = M. Nk k. .p u (1)
w,a

where:

is the absorbed dose to water in grays at the position of the centre of theDw

chamber, with the chamber replaced by water,

is the instrument reading corrected to the same ambient conditions as theM

calibration factor,

Nk is the air kerma calibration factor of the instrument for standard ambient

~
conditions and for the radiation quality of the incident beam in air,

is a correction factor allowing for the change in response of the ionization

chamber due to the change in the spectral distributions between the 'in

air' calibration and the measurement at the reference depth in water,

is the ratio of the mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air(~en/ P )w,a

averaged over the photon spectrum at the point of measurement,

is the perturbation correction factor for the replacement of water by thePu

ionization chamber.

4
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2.2 COMPARISON OF mE MEASUREMENT OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER

DETERMINED USING !AEA TRS 277 TO THAT USING ICRU REPORT 23

ICRU Report 23 [3] recommends the same experimental technique as that given in IAEA

TRS 277 [4] for determining absorbed dose to water using a calibrated ionization

chamber. However, ICRU Report 23 recommends that the calibration factor for an

ionization chamber be in the old units of exposure the Rontgen. The equation for

determining absorbed dose to water in the two codes is essentially the same except that

Values forICRU Report 23 combines P U' (pi P )w,al (WI e)a and ~ to form a F-factor.

(W le)al (p/P)w,a and P U will now be discussed.

The energy required to produce an ion pair in air

:At the time of the publication of ICRU Report 23 the accepted value of the energy

irequired to produce an ion pair in air, (W / e)a was 33.7 JC-1. The IAEA code does not

jrequire a value of (W / e)a but it is used by the standards laboratory to convert the

.~xposure measured using the primary standard free air chamber to air kerma. The latest

',alue recommended by CCEMRI [6] is 33.97 JC-1. This change in the value of (W / e)a

results in an increase of only 0.8% in the determination of absorbed dose to water and

is trivial compared to the maximum difference between the two codes.

The ratio of mass energy absorption coefficient of water to air

"i'alues of the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficient of water to air averaged over

tJhe photon fluence spectrum at the point of measurement (~en/ P )w,a are given in IAEA

1'RS 277. ICRU Report 23 does not distinguish this ratio from the F-factor, but it can be

d.erived if the replacement correction is taken to be unity. Figure 2.1 shows that the

nlaximum difference, between the values of (Pen/ P)w,a given in the two codes is 2.5% at

0.17 mm Cu HVL. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.

5
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of the ratio of mass energy absorption

coefficients of water to air given in the two codes.
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of the perturbation correction given in

IAEA TRS 277 and the revised IAEA values.
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Perturbation correction

measurement is displaced due to the change in attenuation and scatter of the beam,

when the phantom material is replaced by the chamber cavity and chamber materials.

IAEA TRS 277 and ICRU Report 23 recommend that in a phantom the geometric centre

ionization chamber should be placed at the point of measurement and a

correction applied. In the literature several terms are used for the correction due to the

air cavity such as perturbation, displacement and replacement correction. In this report

The value of this correction given in ICRU Report 23 and IAEA TRS 277 is very

'different. Figure 2.2 shows the value of the correction given in IAEA TRS 277 decreases

Ifrom 10 to 1% between 0.17 and 3.37 mmCu HVL respectively, whereas ICRU Report

123 adopts a value 'much less than 1%'. There is some confusion in the literature about

Ithe definition of the perturbation correction, IAEA TRS 277 state that the values quoted

:for the perturbation correction are due to the replacement effect solely. Whereas the

!review of the data [5]states that the values account for any difference in the response

~)f the chamber when calibrated in air and used in a water phantom. To save additional

c:onfusion, in this report the revised definition will be adopted and called the chamber

correction factor (kch)' defined as:

kch = ka .kst
ks1eevePrep (2)

,vhere

1~cx allows for the energy and angular dependence on the response of the ionization

chamber in the water phantom compared to when the chamber is calibrated in

air,

~~t accounts for the influence of the stem on the response of the ionization chamber

free in air and in water,

7
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The first two effects are important at very low energies (less than 30 ke V) while

the last effect plays an increasing role at higher energies. Over the medium

energy X-ray range one would expect the first two factors to increase the photon

fluence in the cavity and the third to decrease it. These effects partly cancel but

will probably result in the photon fluence at the centre of the chamber being too

high and so the replacement correction is expected to be less than unity.

Harrison [8] has confirmed this visually by sandwiching a sheet of water

equivalent Gafchromic radiation sensitive film between two blocks of solid water

equivalent material. Each block contained half a cavity corresponding to the

outer dimensions of a NE2571 chamber. The phantom was then irradiated with

a 10 x 10 cm2 field at SSD 100 cm at 60, 90,140 kVp (2.2,3.3 and 5.2 rom Al HVL

respectively). Harrison found that the cavity showed a higher optical density

than its surroundings, showing a replacement correction less than unity. Table

2.1 shows the replacement correction for ionization chambers with different

volumes.

TABLE 2.1 VALUE OF THE REPLACEMENT CORRECTION

Author Rakov and Rakov and Zoetelief et Zoetelief et

Will [91 Will f91 alrlOl alflOl

Type of Homemade of Homemade Homemade Homemade
Ionization diameter of diameter spherical spherical
chamber 20mm 20 mrn chambers of chambers of

radius 6-16 radius 6-16

mm rom

X-ray Radiation HVL= HVL= 220 kV 300 kV

0.5 mmCu 2 mmCu

0.95Replacement 0.96 1.006:f:O.OO6 1.015:tO.OO6

correction
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Figure 2.5 Chamber correction factor determined using the

calculation and experimental method presented by

Schneider et al [16]
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kch (3)

Figure 2.5 shows the value of the chamber correction factor found by Schneider et al [16]

for a 1 cm3 PTW ionization chamber.

DISCUSSION2.4

The review of the literature shows that the values of kch determined using a graphite

extrapolation chamber are inconsistent with the other methods.

The components of the chamber correction factor are dependent on the construction,

size of the ionization chamber and on the irradiation conditions. IAEA TRS 277 and

ICRU Report 23 have ignored this dependence and simply quote a single factor for all

recommended chambers. In the UK the designated secondary standard is the NE2561

or the modem version the NE2611. There is sparse information in the literature on the

chamber correction factor for a NE2561, only Ma [11] has calculated it using Monte

Carlo methods. Therefore, one aim of this report is to determine the chamber correction

factor for a NE2561 chamber over the medium energy X-ray range.

13
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3 DETERMINATION OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER USING AN

IONIZATION CHAMBER

3.1 INTRODUCnON

In this chapter the suitability of an ionization chamber used to measure absorbed dose

to water when irradiated with medium energy X-rays will be studied. Four different

types of cylindrical chambers were initially investigated. However cylindrical chambers

are not ideal for this energy range as they measure an average dose over steep depth

dose curves. To improve the spatial resolution three parallel plate chambers were

investigated for their suitability in this energy range.

The chamber correction factors for a NE2561 chamber will then be determined. Finally

the components of the chamber correction factor for a NE2561 chamber will be

explored.

3.2 SUITABLE IONIZA nON CHAMBERS TO MEASURE ABSORBED DOSE TO

WATER USING MEDIUM ENERGY X-RAYS

According to ICRU Report 23 [3] the desirable features of an ionization chamber for the

measurement of absorbed dose to water are:

1. The variation in response of the chamber in air should not exceed 5% over the

2.

medium energy X-ray range.

The internal diameter should be about 5 mm and length 15 mm, dimensions

twice as great as these should never be exceeded.

The stem of the chamber should not significantly affect the response of the3.
chamber.

4.

The wall thickness should be greater than the range of the secondary electrons

to ensure that the electrons entering the cavity originate in the wall and not in

the surrounding medium

5, The polarizing potential should be high enough so that ion recombination is

negligible in the chamber.
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TABLE 3.1 IONIZATION CHAMBERS CALIBRATED IN AIR

Sensitive
volume

Chamber
wall

Polarizing
DotentialProducer

(V)

!Parallel plate chambers

PTW 0.2 -200(;renz I 0.03 mm
CH3

NPL 0.3 35 JlD\ Cu on 1Imm 

Perspex

-200

INFL 

electron

chamber (ES)

I 0.5 mm graphite
+ 0.1 mm
Melinex

-2000.16

I

NACP electron

chamber Scandi tronix

Cylindrical chambers

-2000.6

I

Farmer type
2505/3

approx
O.5mmjgraphiteN E Technology

Ii N E Technology 0.22

IO.3mm

graphite I

-200Farmer type
12515/ L

0.3 O.5mm
graphite

-200
N E Technology

NE2561
(NFL secondary
standard)

0.3 -200NE2561
"(modified)

NPL approx.
0.5 mm Al
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Comparison of the response of ionization

chambers in air.
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Figure 3.2c Response of a NACP electron chamber in air.

3.2.2 Discussion

Figure 3.2a shows that the NE2561, the two Farmer type chambers and the PTW Grenz chamber

have a response in air that does not vary by more than 5% over the medium energy X-ray range.

There are two design features of an ionization chamber that can be altered to achieve a response

that is independent of energy. The material and thickness of the wall must be chosen to achieve

charged particle equilibrium. This creates problems at the lower photon energies because the

incident photons will be attenuated by the wall. To compensate for this effect the central

electrode can be made of a high-atomic number material such as aluminum that emits photo-

electrons at low energies. This is the case for the cylindrical graphite walled chambers used in

this report. For the PTW Grenz chamber the compensation is provided by backscatter from its

Perspex housing.

Figures 3.2b and 3.2c show that the NACP electron chamber, the NFL electron

18
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This assumes that the stem scatter 'in air' and 'in phantom' are identical and is valid if

the field size and spectra are identical 'in air' and 'in phantom'. The 'in air' stem scatter (~J

corrections were taken from Bums [23].

3.6.1.1 Method

The stem scatter correction in a phantom was measured using the dummy stem method. These

measurements were done in a 26 x 26 x 23 cm3 polystyrene phantom, ati3 cm deep for 5.8 cm

and 11.3 cm field diameters. The distance from the X-ray target to the front face of the phantom

was 50 cm and 97.4 cm for beam diameters 5.8 cm and 11.3 cm respectively. The stem scatter

correction was the mean of a series of three measurements with and without the dummy stem.

The difference between the maximum and minimum stem correction in any set did not exceed

0.15%.

The variation of the stem correction with HVL is shown in figures 3.7a and 3.7b for 5.8 cm and

11.3 cm diameter fields.

3.6.1.2 I)isctlssiOfl

In air, the stem scatter increases the response of the chamber, whereas in a water phantom the

replacement of the water by the stem reduces the response of the chamber. Figures 3.7a and 3.7b

show that the stem replacement correction ranges from 2.8% to 0.8% for a 5.8 cm diameter beam

and 3.9% to 1.2% or a 11.3 cm diameter beam for HVLs between 0.15 ~nd 4.00 mm Cu. In

practice an ionization chamber is calibrated in air using a 7 cm diameter field and the codes of

practice recommend that the measurement in a phantom be made using a 10 x 10 cm2 field. This

change in field size is negligible for the in air calibration.

This method of determining the stem scatter correction may not be strictly valid due to the

asymmetrical construction of the ionization chamber. So the dummy stem! on the opposite side

of the chamber from the chamber stem may not have the same effect as the stem itself.
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The water phantom had a cross-sectional area of 31 x 41 cm and was 31 cm deep.

The chamber correction factor for each sleeve compared to that for the tissue equivalent plastic

sleeve [(kd\)tel (kd\)s] is given by:

(kch)s

(kch)te

MteNte

MsNs

(9)=

where:

M is the response of the ionization chamber at 2 cm deep in water,

is the calibration factor in air in terms of air kerma.N

3.6.2.2 Discussion

In practice an ionization chamber is calibrated in air without a sleeve. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b

show that this could result in a change in the chamber correction fact~r of up to 2% for a

polystyrene sleeve at the lowest energy. This could be significantly red'fed if the chamber is

calibrated in air in its waterproof sleeve. I

3.6.3 Replacement correction

Unfortunately there is very little data on the value of the replacement correction for a NE2561

ionization chamber. Ma [11] calculated the correction using an attenUfition and scattering

method similar to that used by Cunningham and Sontag [26]. I

Figure 3.10 compares the replacement correction for a NE2561 with that for a NE2571 chamber.

It can be seen that the factors given by Ma and Seuntjens for a NE2571 agree within 0.2%. This

good agreement is not surprising as both authors calculated the correction using the EGS4

Monte Carlo code. The replacement correction for a NE2561 is less than ti}at for a NE2571 by a

maximum of 1.4% at the lowest energy. t
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INVESTIGAllON OF THE RAllO OF MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION

COEFFICIENTS OF WATER TO AIR AND THE DETERMINATION OF A BEAM

4

QUALITY INDEX FOR MEDIUM ENERGY X-RAYS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the difference between the measurement of absorbed dose to water measured using

ICRU Report 23 and IAEA TRS 277 is due to the value of the cham~er correction factor

recommended in the two codes. The remainder of the difference is due tq the value of ratio of
,

mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air (Pen/ P )w,a. Figure 4.1 $ows that the values

of (J1en/P)w,a given in IAEA TRS 277 [4] are greater than those in ICRllJ Report 23 [3] by a

maximum of 2.5% at 0.17 mmCu HVL. I

The difference between the values of (Pen/ P )w,a given in the two codes is mainly due to the

method of averaging the monoenergetic values of the mass energy absorption coefficient over

the spectrum at the point of measurement in water. ICRU Report 23 obtained (Pen/ p)w,a by using

an equivalent photon energy. This was defined as the energy of a monoenergetic beam that had

the same half value layer (HVL) as the radiation being considered. The eff~t on the equivalent

photon energy due to scattering and filtration at a depth in the water phantom was allowed for

using factors given in ICRU Report lOb [28]. The values of (Pen/ p)w,a given ~ !AEA TRS 277 were

calculated in a two step process. Firstly, the photon fluence spectrum at ~e reference depth in

the phantom was calculated using Monte Carlo techniques based on a tfpical clinical 'in air'

spectrum. Then the monoenergetic values of the mass energy absorp$n coefficients were

averaged over the photon fluence spectrum at the reference depth in water.
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Another minor difference between the two codes is the values adopted for the monoenergetic

mass energy absorption coefficient. IAEA TRS 277 [29] used values given by Hubbell [30]

whereas ICRU Report 23 used values given by Berger [31]. The maximum difference between

the two sets of monoenergetic values is 1% for energies between 10 keY and 300 keY.

Figure 4.2 shows that recent values of (Pen/ P )w,a published in the literature support the values

given in IAEA TRS 277, exceptMa [11] whose value at the lowest energy is closer to that given

in ICRU Report 23.

TABLE 4.1 TO SHOW THE DEPENDENCE OF (jien/P)w,a WITH FIELD SIZE AND DEPTH

IN A PHANTOM

Field size depth in

water

Author comment

ICRU Report 23 for field sizes greater than 10 x

10 cm2 the difference will be

less than 2%.

IAEA TRS 277 Oto5cm maximum difference 0.5% at

280 kV

11.3 cm

diameter

Oto22cm 2cm maximum difference 2% at 3Knight and

Nahum [34] radius mm Cu HVL

0 to 10 cm maximum difference 0.5% at 3

mm Cu HVL.

Knight and

Nahum [34]

llcm

diameter

The aim of this work is to calculate (Pen/ P )w,a for the conditions that the ice calorimeter (2 cm

deep, in a cylindrical phantom 5.6 cm diameter and 10 cm long) will be used (see chapter 6).
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4.2 METHOD OF DETERMINING THE RA no OF MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION

COEFFICIENTS OF WATER TO AIR

The method adopted in this report is similar to that used in IAEA TRS 277 where the ratio of the

mean mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air was calculated using:

fE~ (~ J EdE
dE p w

0

-
J.1 en

p
-

(10)
w,a

EdEj~~0

where:

d<l>/dE

(Pen/P)w

is the photonfluence spectrum at a depth in water.

is the monoenergetic value of the mass energy absorption coefficient for water

{llenl P)a

at energy E.

is the monoenergetic value of the mass energy absorption coefficient for air at

energy E.

4.2.1 Determination of the photon fluence spectrum at a depth in water

The photon fluence spectrum at a depth in water was determined in two stages: Firstly the

spectrum in air was measured and then Monte Carlo techniques were used to convert the

primary spectrum to that at 2 cm deep in water.

4.2.1.1 Measurement of the in air spectra for the NPL therapy level, medium energy qualities

Two X-ray tubes were employed, a Philips 150 tube that operated between 50 and 150 kV, and

a Muller tube that operated between 180 and 300 kV. The photon spectra were measured for the

six NPL qualities (see Appendix 1) generated between 100 and 280 kV. The intrinsic Ge detector

employed in these studies was cylindrical with an active volume of 1500 mm3 and a thickness

of 20 mm, with a 10-3 mm thick beryllium window (see Figure 4.3). This choice of detector

dimensions ensured that most of the collimated
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Figure 4.3 Radiograph of the Ge detector.
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Where M is the response matrix of the detector, which is dependent on energy. Therefore, the

unknown radiation spectrum can be found by:

N=M xP

The response function of the intrinsic Ge detector was found using EGS4 Monte Carlo

techniques that consisted of a monoenergetic pencil beam of gamma rays impinging on the Ge

detector.

In the Monte Carlo calculation of the detector response the photoelectric effect with

characteristic x-radiation and Compton scatter was allowed for, while there was no electron

transport. The calculation was performed for a total of thirty-two monoenergetic energies

between 5 and 500 kV.

Comparison of the measured spectra with that proposed by Birch and Marshall4.2.2

In 1979 Birch and Marshall [34] proposed a method of computing theoretical X-ray spectra in

the range 30-150 kV generating potential. Spectra may be computed by this method for any

desired filtration, target angle and generating potential.

The spectra were calculated for the conditions at NPL (see Appendix 1) where the target angle

was 22°.
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Figure 4.4a Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 100 kV.
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Figure 4.4b Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 105 kV.
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Figure 4.4c Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 135 kV.

Figure 4.4d Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 180 kV.
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Figure 4.4e Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 220 kV.
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Figure 4.4£ Comparison of measured NPL and computed Birch and Marshall spectra for X-rays

generated at 280 kV.
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4.2.2.1 Discussion

In figures 4.4a to 4.4f the spectra have been calculated for the medium energy X-ray qualities at

NFL and are normalized to the peak of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. In general the measured

and calculated spectra agree; however, there are some features to be noted. For HVLs below 0.5

mm Cu the Birch and Marshall intensity is greater than the measured intensity below the peak

of the bremsstrahlung spectra and less than the measured above the peak. This trend is reversed

at 4 mm Cu HVL. The HVLs calculated from the NFL measured spectra and Birch and Marshall

spectra agree within the experimental uncertainty except at 4 mm Cu HVL where they differ by

2.5%.

4.2.3 Determination of the spectra at a depth in water

The photon fluence spectra at a depth in a water phantom were calculated on a Meiko

computing surface that consists of 23 floating point transputers. The Monte Carlo computer code

system 'Electron Gamma Shower' version 4 (EGS4 [35]) was employed. This Monte Carlo code

transports photons and charged particles in random steps until they fall below a cut off energy

(ECUT and/ or PCUT) or reach a boundary where they may be transported across or discarded.

EGS4 Monte Carlo code takes into account the photoelectric effect and Compton scatter; there

is also an option to include Rayleigh scatter for medium energy X-rays. The transport of

electrons or photons can be simulated in any element, compound or mixture, using the data

preparation package PEGS4. The fluence calculations were performed with EGS4 user code

FLURZ. FLURZ scores the electron and photon fluence as the sum of track lengths divided by

the volume in energy bins, in right cylindrical geometry [36].

As an initial check of the methodology used in this report, the geometry given in !AEA TRS 277

(see Table 4.2) was simulated for X-rays generated at 100 kV, for 107 histories. The electron

transport in EGS4 was turned off by setting ECUT (electron cut off energy) to 1.511 MeV and

the photon cut off energy (PCUT) was set to 1 keV.
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TABLE 4.2 GEOMETRY USED IN IAEA TRS 277

Condition Value

field size at the detector 10 x 10 cm

5cmdeuth in water

30x30cmuhantom size

source to surface distance 1m

The IAEA 'in air' spectrum was not available so the Birch and Marshall [34] model was

employed to generate the appropriate spectrum. This was done by fixing the X-ray generating

potential and added filtration to match those given in IAEA TRS 277 and adjusting the target

angle to give the required HVL. The resulting spectrum was then used as the input to the Monte

Carlo code. The calculated value of (Pen/ P )w,a agreed with that given in IAEA TRS 277 within

0.1%,

The values of (jIenl P )w,a were then calculated for the NPL ice calorimeter geometry and NPL

spectra (see Appendix 1), for approximately 107 histories.
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4.2.3.1 Results

TABLE 4.3 CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION

COEFFICIENTS OF WATER TO AIR FOR MEDIUM ENERGY X-RAYS

generating

potential

HVL (11en/ P )w,a NPLvalue

IAEA value

(kV) (mmCu) ice calorimeter IAEA

geometrv

100 0.15 1.030 :!: 0.15% 1.028 1.002

105 0.20 1.035 :t 0.17% 1.030 1.005

135 0.50 1.051 :t 0.16% 1.044 1.007

180 1.0 1.069 :f: 0.14% 1.061 1.008

220 2.0 1.087 :t 0.06% 1.079 1.007

280 4.0 1.104 :t 0.04% difficult to

extrapolate

4.2.3.2 Uncertainty for (Pen/ P )w,a

The uncertainties associated with the value of (Pen/ P )w,a given in Table 4.3, were calculated

following recommendations given by Duane [37]. Where 100 spectra were simulated, each

spectrum was calculated using a random number generator to pick a number within the

uncertainty of the photon fluence given by the Monte Carlo for each energy bin. This energy

fluence was then summed over all the energy bins to create a new spectrum. The value of

(Pen/P)w,a was calculated for each spectrum and the uncertainty was taken as the standard

deviation of 100 values.

4.2.3.3 Discussion

The difference between the values of (Pen/ P )w,a for the ice calorimeter geometry and those given

in IAEA TRS 277 is due to either differences in field size, phantom size, SSD or the 'in air'

spectrum. This was investigated for X-rays generated at 180 kV using the EGS4 Monte Carlo

code. Initially the ice calorimeter geometry was simulated and then the phantom size was

increased to 30 x 30 cm, this reduced the ice value of (Pen/ P )w,a by 0.16%. The field size was then

increased to 10 x 10 cm at 2 cm deep in water, this further reduced the ice calorimetry value of

(Pen/ P )w,a by 0.35%. The remaining 0.23% is assumed to be due to differences in SSD and input
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spectra.

4.3 CALCULATION OF A DEPTH DOSE CURVE IN WATER

A depth dose curve in water was calculated using the Monte Carlo code, for X-rays generated

at 100 kV as a further check on the methodology used in the calculation of (Pen/ P)w,a. This was

done by calculating the spectra at 1 cm intervals between 1 and 7 cm deep in water. From these

spectra the absorbed dose to water (Dw) was calculated using:

D = 1Ir (13)w
w

where

'P

+ (Pen/P)w

is the energy fluence

is the mean mass energy absorption coefficient for water.

This was then compared with depth dose curves measured using a NE2561 ionization chamber

(see Figure 4.5). The absorbed dose for each depth was normalized to 2 cm deep in water.
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4.3.1 Discussion

Figure 4.5 shows that the depth dose curves measured using a NE2561 ionization chamber agree

with the Monte Carlo calculation.

The values of (lien/ P )w,a given in IAEA TRS 277 are for 5 cm deep in water whereas the values

quoted in this report were for 2 cm deep. Therefore the variation of (lien/ P )w,a with depth was

investigated. -It was found that (lien/ P )w,a increased from 1.0295 to 1.0326 between 1 and 7 cm

deep in water for 100 kV generating potential.

BEAM QUALITY INDEX FOR MEDIUM ENERGY X-RAYS4.4

To measure the absorbed dose to water accurately the quality of the X-ray beam must be

uniquely defined at the point of measurement in water. The unique method of defining the

beam quality is to acquire a detailed knowledge of the photon fluence spectrum at the point of

interest in water. However the X-ray spectrum is not a practical quality index as it is not easy

to measure at a depth in water. Also if two laboratories have different shaped spectra it is

difficult to relate the two in terms of absorbed dose to water.

ICRU Report 23 and IAEA TRS 277 have ignored the necessity of measuring the quality of the

beam at the point of measurement in the phantom and instead attempt to specify the beam in

air. ICRU Report 23 recommends that for X-rays generated below 400 kV, the half value layer

(HVL) is the preferred beam quality index. The HVL is the thickness of an absorber required to

attenuate the beam to half the intensity of the incident radiation. However X-rays having a

particular HVL may be produced either by light filtration of high voltage radiation or by heavy

filtration of low voltage radiation. IAEA TRS 277 has tried to address this problem by

characterising the beam by tube potential, total filtration and first half value layer.
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TABLE 4.4 SPECIFICATION OF X-RAY BEAM QUALITY AT A DEPTH IN WATER

Author Radiation comments

Harrison [38] diagnostic

X-rays

Percentage depth dose in water differed

by 25% for X-rays generated at 100 kV

and 60 kV having the same HVL.

Clarkson and

Mayneored [39]

Used a pair of coaxial ionization

chambers that were identical except the

inner wall material, one chamber having a

copper wall and the other a carbon wall.

A ratio reading gave an indication of

radiation quality at the site of

measurement.

Knight and

Nahum [32]

2 mm Al HVL Investigated the ratio of mass energy

absorption coefficients of water to air and

found the largest difference was 2% at

2 mmAI HVL for X-rays generated at 50

and 100 kVp.

4.4.1 A beam quality index for medium energy X-rays

To assess the variation of the primary in air spectrum for medium energy X-rays throughout the

UK a questionnaire was sent to all of the 64 radiotherapy centres, 26 centres replied. Figure 4.6

shows that if the beam quality is represented by generating potential and HVL there is little

consensus on the beam qualities adopted for medium energy radiotherapy in the UK. For

example a X-ray beam with HVL of 1.6 mmCu can be generated by a potential that varies by 100

kV. The qualities adopted by NPL are approximately the mean value.
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The next stage was to investigate the variation of depth dose curves for medium energy X-rays

throughout the UK. From the 26 radiotherapy departments surveyed, 19 measured depth dose

curves and found them to be consistent with those given in BJR Supplement 17 [40]. Figures 4.7a

and 4.7b show that the depth dose curve measured at NFL agree with those given in BJR

Supplement 17. A quality index based on the slope of the depth dose curve and the mean energy

of the spectrum was investigated.

4.4.1.1 Determination of a quality index for medium energy X-rays

To determine an extreme variation of the spectrum with HVL and generating potential, ten

primary X-ray spectra were calculated using the method recommended by Birch and Marshall

[34]. All of the spectra were simulated for a tungsten target at an angle of 22°. Four of the spectra

were simulated for a generating voltage of 100 kV while the remaining six were for a generating

voltage of 280 kV. The inherent filtration matched that of the NPL medium energy X-ray tube

(see Appendix 1) while the added filtration was adjusted to match the HVL quoted for the NPL

therapy spectra within 0.6%.
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TABLE 4.5 SIMULATED SPECTRA

total filtration HVLGenerating

Voltage
kV

(mm) (mm Cu)

100 2.5 Be + 4.8 Perspex + 3.4 Al 0.15088

100 2.5 Be + 4.8 Perspex + 5.14 Al 0.20068

100 2.5 Be + 4.8 Perspex + 23 Al 0.49951

100 2.5 Be + 4.8 Perspex + 128 Al 0.99658

280 1.25 Perspex 0.14990

280 1.82 Persoex 0.19971

280 4.8 Perspex + 0.28 Al 0.50049

280 4.8 Perspex + 4 Al 1.00146

280 4.8 Perspex + ~l + 0.54 Cu 2.0049

280 4.8 Pers~- + 4 Al + 6 Cu 3.99072

4.4.1.2 Calculation of the photon fluence spectrum at a depth in water

To specify the slope of the depth dose curve, the dose at 2 and 5 cm deep in a water phantom

was calculated using the Monte Carlo code EGS4 [35]; similarly to that described in Section 4.2.3

for the incident primary spectra given in Table 4.5. From the calculated spectra the values of the

ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air at 2 cm deep in water were calculated

using the same method as described in Section 4.2.
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The mean energy at 2 cm deep in water was calculated using:

Emax d<l>

J""dF:"EdE
0-,E = c.

(14)Emax d<l>

f"ctEdE
0

d<l>/dE

Emax

is the photon fluence spectrum at 2 cm deep in water.

is the generating voltage.
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Mean energy (keV)

Figure 4.8c: To show the variation of mean energy with the ratio
of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air.

4.4.1.3 Discussion

Figure 4.8a shows the beam specified in terms of HVL is insufficient for the accurate

determination of (l1en/ P )w,a' at the lowest beam quality (l1en/ P )w,a varies by 3% for a fixed HVL.

This is expected as HVL specifies the spectrum in air whereas the absorbed dose to water is

measured at 2 cm deep in water. The mean energy of the photon fluence spectrum is not a good

beam quality index as it is impractical. Figure 4.8b shows the quality index that best defines

(1len/ p)w.a' is the ratio of dose at 2 and 5 cm deep in water, this is similar to the beam quality used

at high energies, the tissue phantom ratio [25].
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to the water calorimeter results in a temperature rise of only 0.2 mK. Therefore if an accuracy

of 1 % is required then a temperature resolution of 2 pK is needed. The other major disadvantage

with water calorimetry is that not all the energy absorbed from the radiation results in a

temperature rise. Some of the energy imparted by the radiation may change the chemical

composition of the water, this is known as the heat defect and will be discussed later in this

chapter.

The problems of water calorimetry have appeared insurmountable to some researchers who

have resorted to graphite calorimeters [41,42,43,44]. In graphite the temperature rise is about six

times that of water and as graphite is elemental it is assumed to have zero heat defect. However,

graphite calorimeters possess many disadvantages; such as the high diffusivity of graphite

results in the inability to measure at a point, instead the dose must be averaged over a block of

graphite known as the core. The core is thermally isolated from the main graphite phantom by

gaps. A correction is therefore needed to account for the effects of the gaps being made of non

graphite material [45]. The main disadvantage is that a graphite calorimeter measures absorbed

dose to graphite and not the required absorbed dose to water. A method is therefore required

to convert from absorbed dose in graphite to water [46]. The problems of graphite calorimetry

have been addressed by some authors using graphite in water [47] and polystyrene in water

calorimeters [48]
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5.1.2 Design of water calorimeters

5.1.2.1. Introduction

In the literature there have been three basic types of modern water calorimeters, the 'original'

Domen calorimeter, the high purity calorimeter and the calorimeter used by the National

Research Council of Canada (see Figure 5.1).

The basic concept of the water calorimeter operated at the National Research Council of Canada

(NRCC) [51] is different from the other calorimeters. The other calorimeters attempt to measure

the absorbed dose at a point in the calorimeter. Whereas the water in the NRCC calorimeter is

stirred and so measures the mean absorbed dose throughout the calorimeter. The aim of the

NRCC is to determine the absorbed dose delivered to Fricke solution, by replacing the

calorimeter water with Fricke solution. The main advantage of this design is that convection is

not a consideration, but a correction for the heat excess from all non water materials is required.

This form of dosimetry would be difficult to adopt at medium energy X-rays because of the high

dose (approximately 40 Gy) required by Fricke solution to obtain high accuracy. Also, for

medium energy X-rays the G-value for Fricke is not know accurately.
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TABLE 5.2 CONDUCTION OF HEAT IN A WATER CALORIMETER IRRADIATED

WITH MEDIUM ENERGY X-RAYS

Author Radiation Dose-rate heat loss correction due to

conduction

(%)

Nath and 250 kV

Rothman X-rays

500

cGy froin

0.1 (adiabatic boundary conditions)

0.6 (isothermal boundary conditions)

[52]

6OCONath and Negligible
Rothman

~521

HVLSeuntjens

[12]

0.3

O.lmmCu

5.1.2.3 Convection in a water calorimeter

Rayleigh [53] found that the onset of convection occurs when the rate at which energy is

liberated by buoyancy forces exceeds the rate at which energy is dissipated by thermal

conduction and viscous damping. Domen initially eliminated convection by irradiating his

calorimeter with radiation beams directed vertically downwards. For the horizontal beams used

in this project something more imaginative had to be done. For a given geometry and liquid,

there will be a critical Rayleigh number such that convection will occur for all values greater

than or equal to this number. For simple geometries such as two parallel planes or concentric

cylinders the critical value of the Rayleigh number for water is 1000. Domen found that if either

the distance between plastic convection barriers [49] or the diameter of the water calorimeter

core [54] did not exceed 4 cm then convection would not occur. Another way of preventing

convection in a water calorimeter [50,55] is to operate the calorimeter at 4 DC, where the density

of the water changes by only 0.006% between 2 and 6 DC. Thus the buoyancy forces and viscous

forces will be unaltered over this temperature range and convection is prevented. The second

method of prevention is preferable as it does not require non water materials near the

temperature sensor.
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5.2 HEAT DEFECT FOR A WATER CALORIMETER

5.2.1 Introduction

Ross [56] defined the heat defect (kHD) as:

E

:a -Eh

Ea
kHD (16)

where:

Ea is the energy absorbed by the irradiated material,

Eh is the energy that appears as heat.

kHD is greater than zero for endothermic processes and less than zero for exothermic processes.

The heat defect is a fundamental problem in all radiation calorimeters and it must be known

accurately if a calorimeter is to be a useful dosimetric tool. Ross et al [57] suggested four possible

mechanisms that can produce the heat defect; two kinds of radiation induced optical emission,

a possible transfer of energy to acoustic modes and radiation induced chemical reactions. The

first three were estimated by Ross et al and found to contribute less than 0.1% of the energy

absorbed. Ross et al therefore concluded that the most important mechanism causing the heat

defect is radiation induced chemical reactions.

The extent of water radiolysis depends on several factors such as type and energy of radiation,

absorbed dose, dose-rate, and impurities in the water. The aim of this section is to estimate the

value of the heat defect for the water calorimeter used in this project, when irradiated with

medium energy X-rays.
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5.2.2 Review of the literature

Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show the variation of the heat defect with accumulated dose for the

substances used in modern calorimeters namely I pure water and water saturated with H2 as

given by Fletcher [58].

TABLE 5.3a COMPARISON OF THE HEAT DEFECT FOR WATER SATURATED WITH

THE COMMON GASES USED IN WATER CALORIMETRY

Author

IGas 

used Itotal

Method

bnergy Heat

defect

ita 

saturate

dose-rate

(Gy/min)

idose

(Gy)water (%)

Darnen

[~4J

Hz

6OCO .8

1250

calorimetry

0.3PalmansHz

I60CO 0.6

595-610calculated

f62]

IPalmans

[62]

6OCOIPure water

saturated!

with Ar

0.61595-610Icalculated

-0.05

Ross et al[56]N2

20 

MV X-

24.6

100-500 calculated

'.1raysRoss 

et al

Nz20 

MV X- 24.6 100-500 calorimetryb

1-0.4:!:0.3

rS6)

IraysN2

Schultz etal 

[SOL

14 MV x-

calorime~

-O.2:tO.4:i

Ira~

a.

b.

c.

Domen measured the heat defect by comparing the dose measured with H2 saturated

wate, to that using a graphite and graphite in water calorimeter. The heat defect for the

other saturated waters was found by comparison with the H2 saturated water.

Ross et al calculated the heat defect for 50/50 H2/O2 water. The heat defect for the other

saturated waters was found by comparison with the H2/O2 saturated water.

Schultz calculated the heat defect by comparing the absorbed dose to water measured

using his calorimeter to that using an ionization chamber.
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TABLE 5.3b COMPARISON OF THE HEAT DEFECT FOR WATER SATURATED

WITH THE COMMON GASES USED IN WATER CALORIMETRY

Author Gas used Energy total

dose

Method Heat
to saturate

dose-rate

(Gy/min) defect

(%)(Gy)water

Klassen

et al [59]

LET= 20 8 calculated O:tO.O5

O.2eV /nm

pure
water

Klassen

et al fS91

LET= 1 2 calculated O:tO.O5

O.2eV /nm
pure

water

Selbech

[60]

17-30 KV 50 O:tO.6pure
water X-rays

total

absorption

calorimetrv

Roos [61] 1-5 MeV O:tO.44pure
water electrons

I total

absorption

calorimetry

b.

c.

Domen measured the heat defect by comparing the dose measured with H2 saturated

water to that using a graphite and graphite in water calorimeter. The heat defect for the

other saturated waters was found by comparison with the H2 saturated water.

Ross et al calculated the heat defect for 50/50 H2/O2 water. The heat defect for the other

saturated waters was found by comparison with the H2/O2 saturated water.

Schultz calculated the heat defect by comparing the absorbed dose to water measured

using his calorimeter to that using an ionization chamber.

Tables 5.3a and 5.3b show that there is consensus on the value of the heat defect for the

saturated waters commonly used in water calorimetry after an initial dose. This assumes that

the system is clean and that there are no air spaces above the water for the gases to escape. Most

of the experimental results involve a comparison between different dosimetric techniques, it is

reassuring that the heat defect is independent of the technique. It appears from figure 5.2b that

H2 saturated water has advantages over the other types of water as it leads to zero heat defect

with the minimum initial dose.
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Klassen et al [63] have discussed the concept of zero heat defect for pure water. When pure

water is irradiated, HzOz, Hz, and Oz are produced with G-values that depend on the dose-rate.

These stable products do not increase in concentration indefinitely with accumulated dose.

Instead they react with the reactive species produced by radiolysis. The rates of these back

reactions increase until the production and destruction of the stable products becomes equal,

at which point their products cease to change and a stable state is obtained. A stable state is

equivalent to a state with zero heat defect.

Calculation of the heat defect

Radiolysis of water

Draganic [64] suggested the chain of events that occurs on the absorption of radiation by water,

are:

a) The physical stage takes place on the shortest time scale about 10-15 seconds or less. This

involves interactions of the incident quantum with atoms of the medium and results in the

production of excited species and secondary particles.

b) The physicochemical stage is where energy is deposited along the primary tracks. This involves

chemical reactions resulting in the rearrangement of the ions, and the formation of radicals and

excited species. The primary products of water at this stage are:

(17)

where

eaq is a hydrated electron,

c) The chemical stage commences when the primary species diffuse away from the point of origin

and reacts with solute species. A complete list of these reactions is given in Appendix

3 [58].
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5.2.4 Calculation of the heat defect

The heat defect was calculated using a computer programme called Chemsimul [65]. This

program translates a sequence of chemical reactions into a set of coupled differential equations.

These equations are solved by numerical integration after specifying rate constants, initial

concentrations, radiation chemical yields, absorbed dose and duration of irradiation. A complete

set of input parameters for the programme is given in Appendix 3. The results are presented as

concentrations of radiolytic products at specified times after the start of irradiation.

The heat defect was calculated by summing all species with concentrations greater than 10-20

moll dm3 (typically H2O2t OH-, H2O, O2-, O2, H+ and HJ after irradiation. For all the calculations

it was assumed that the water contained no impurities and was neutral (pH 7). The heat defect

ECH x 100
K =-

HD K (18)

was then taken as the percentage of the endo/exo thermisivity (1::CH) to the total radiation

energy absorbed by the system, i.e.

where

K

c
H

is the total radiation energy absorbed by the water

is the concentration of the species in moll dm3,

is the heat of formation in k/mol.

5.2.5 Comparison with Ross et al

To check the calculation of the heat defect the conditions given by Ross et al[56] were simulated.

Their water calorimeter consisted of a small sealed vessel

containing 10 ml of de-oxygenated stirred water, saturated with various gases. It was irradiated

with 20 MV X-rays at a dose-rate of 0.4 Gys-l.
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TABLE 5.4 COMPARISON OF HEAT DEFECTS

5.2.6 Heat defect for medium energy X-rays

Most of the papers mentioned in Table 5.3a and 5.3b are for calorimeters irradiated with 6OCO

gamma rays and photons with higher energies. There is a change in the LET of the radiation

from 0.29 eV /nm at 6OCO to 1.7 eV /nm for X-rays generated at 200 kV (see Table 5.5), which may

result in a change in heat defect.

It has been suggested that this can be explained in terms of spurs [66]. The cluster of ionized and

excited species produced by the radiolysis of water are called spurs, blobs or short tracks if the

energy per cluster is from 6 to 100 eV, 100 to 500 eV or 500 to 5000 eV, respectively. For low LET

radiation, about 70% of the energy is deposited in spurs. In water the primary spur products are

highly reactive but some escape from the region of the spur before reacting. Others may

undergo reactions within the spur to give rise to stable products that diffuse throughout the

liquid. The spur reactions depend on the linear energy transfer (LET) of the ionizing radiation.

As the LET increases, adjacent spurs begin to overlap so that reactions within the spurs become

important and the G-value will change.
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TABLE 5.5 LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF

RADIATION [67]

Radiation LETf. (eV /nm)

6=100 eV

6OCO 0.29

22 MV X-rays 0.19

0.22 Me V electrons

200 kV X-rays 1.7

W j3-rays 4.7

50 kV X-rays 6.3

5.3 MeV a-rays 4.3

Unfortunately the data on the variation of G-values with LET between 0.29 and 1.7 eV /nm is

sparse. Yamaguchi [68] gives the variation of G-values with energy for

e"aq' H, H+, OH, OH", H2O2 and H2. However, in this paper mass and charge are not conserved

making this data useless for the present purposes. Klassen and Ross [69] give G-values for

Intermediate (30 eV /nm) and High (300 eV /nm) LET radiations. These were then simulated

using Chemsimul for a total dose of 4 Gy at 1 Gy /min and 0.3 Gy /min and the results are

shown in Figure 5.3.
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5.3 DESIGN OF THE WATER CALORIMETER USED IN THIS THESIS

Four criteria had to be specified before the calorimeter vessel could be designed. Firstly the

depth at which a temperature sensor should be positioned in the water. It was apparent from

the steep depth dose curves for medium energy X-rays that the temperature probe needs to be

positioned accurately and to be as near to the surface as possible to maximize the dose. An

ionization chamber will eventually be compared with the calorimeter, this will involve the

temperature sensor being replaced with an ionization chamber. For the horizontal X-ray beams

employed at NPL the most practical depth is 2 cm, ensuring that the ionization chamber does

not touch the front face of the calorimeter vessel.

Secondly the diameter of the calorimeter vessel perpendicular to the X-ray beam axis had to be

determined. This was a compromise between having a vessel wholly in the beam to irradiate

the water uniformly and having a vessel with the walls outside the beam. In the first case there

is the problem of the glass conducting heat to the water (glass has a specific heat of about 0.8

Jkg-1K-\ with a temperature rise 5 times that of the surrounding water). Whereas in the latter

case there are problems of heat flow within the water due to its non-uniform irradiation and it

is not clear what effect the unirradiated water will have on the radiolysis of the irradiated water.

It was decided that the diameter of the vessel should be equal to the full width half height of the

beam intensity profile i.e. 57.6 mm.

Thirdly the front face of the vessel must be as thin as possible to reduce attenuation of the beam

and reduce the amount of heat conducted from the front face to the thermistor. The back wall

must be as far away as is practical from the thermistor. The final criterion is that the vessel must

be watertight so that there are no air volumes that could influence the heat defect.

Figure 5.4 shows the final design of the water calorimeter used in this thesis. The front face

consisted of a 0.2 mm thick microscope slide held on with surface tension. The main difficulty

with this vessel is the large amount of glass around the thermistor probe that may conduct

additional heat to the thermistor.
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The calorimeter was kept at 4 DC by placing it in a water bath that operated at (4 :t 0.004) 'C.

These temperature variations are larger than the temperature rise due to the radiation. The bath

was therefore designed with an air cavity surrounding the calorimeter vessel; the air acts as a

buffer so that the water in the calorimeter vessel will experience smaller temperature variations

than in the bath.

INTRODUCTION TO THERMISTORS5.4

Thermistor is an acronym for thermally sensitive resistor. Thermistors are made from

semiconductors and have temperature coefficients that range from about -5% to +60% per OK.

The advantages of using a thermistor as a temperature sensitive device in the calorimeter are:

1

2

3.

4,

Large temperature coefficient of resistance

Small size

The ability to withstand electrical and mechanical stresses

The possibility to measure temperature remotely

The sign of the temperature coefficient distinguishes the basic types of thermistors that is

negative temperature coefficient (N.T.C) and positive temperature coefficient (P.T.C).

Commercial PTC thermistors are comparatively new, cannot be specified specifically for

analytical work and have a temperature coefficient that depends markedly on temperature. In

future PTC thermistors should be an advantage to calorimetry due to their large temperature

coefficients over a small temperature range. In this work NTC thermistors were adopted as they

were most widely available. The variation of the resistance of N. T.C thermistors with

temperature approximately follows an exponential law over a limited temperature range.

1 -

T
1

Tol
(19)

where:

is the resistance of the thermistor at temperature To.Rn

p is the material constant.
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Figure 5.5 Picture of a water triple point cell
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The sensitivity (5) of the thermistor is defined by:

= -~
T2

(20)s=~dR
RM

Measurement of temperature using a thermistor connected to a wheatstone bridge

There are two methods of using a wheatstone bridge to measure the change of thermistor

resistance with temperature. Firstly the out-of-balance voltage of the bridge produced by the

change in thermistor resistance is nulled using a balance resistor. The change in balance resistor

is then equal to the change in thermistor resistance. The temperature change can be determined

by calibrating the thermistor resistance in terms of temperature. An alternative method is to

measure the change in bridge out-of-balance voltage with variation in thermistor resistance.

Here the temperature change can be determined by calibrating the bridge out-of-balance voltage

directly in terms of temperature. This method eliminates the need to convert from voltage

change to resistance change and as no null balancing is required the measurement is simplified.

Kubo and Brown [70] have shown that there is no significant difference between the

temperature measured using the two methods therefore the second method will be adopted in

this thesis.

Calibration of the thermistor used in the water calorimeter

Absorbed dose to water is derived from the measurement of the temperature rise produced by

the radiation, therefore the thermistor must be calibrated. In principle only relative temperatures

are required although in practice it is more convienient to work with absolut temperatures. The

thermistor is calibrated against a platinum resistance thermometer, that in turn is calibrated

using triple point cells.

The temperature scale adopted now is International Temperature Scale of 1990, ITS-90 [77]. This

is based on several reference point temperatures, ranging from the triple point for hydrogen at

-259.3467 °C to the freezing point of copper at 1084.62 DC. The triple-point temperature of a pure

substance is where solid, liquid and vapour phases of a pure substance coexist in equilibrium.

In the temperature range 0 to 50 DC, triple points are best realized using triple point cells (see

figure 5.5). For a water calorimeter there are three commercially available cells covering the

temperature range 0-40 DC: those of water at 0.01 DC, diphenyl ether at 26.862 °c and ethylene

carbonate at 36.315 DC.
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5.5 INrrIAL MEASUREMENTS USING A WATER CALORIMETER

The calorimeter vessel was placed in the cavity of the temperature bath operated at 4 DC. The

bath was then placed on the carriage in the 6OCO exposure room at a focal distance of

approximately 40 cm with the thermistor on the beam axis. The thermistor was then connected

to the DC wheatstone bridge with a bridge voltage of 1.266 V. The water calorimeter was

irradiated at a dose-rate of 3 Gy /minutefor a total dose of 30 Gy.

A typical calorimeter run is shown in figure 5.6, the pre-irradiation drift is from a to b, from b

to c the calorimeter is irradiated and the post irradiation drift is from c to d. The slope of the pre

and post irradiation drifts are dependent on the environmental conditions and on the radiation

history of the calorimeter. If the slopes differ then the measurement should be rejected as a

temperature change in the environment has occurred during the irradiation period. The

temperature rise can be calculated by extrapolating a linear fit on the pre and post irradiation

drift to the midpoint of the irradiation.

Figure 5.7 shows that when the absorbed dose to the water is reduced to a typical clinical dose

of 5 Gy at 1 Gy / minute then the signal to noise ratio is too low for accurate measurements. The

situation deteriorates when using medium energy X-rays at NPL, as the maximum dose-rate is

0.3 Gy /min at the point of measurement. The water calorimeter in its present form was therefore

abandoned.
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6.1.1.1.2 The effects of materials in contact with water

A water calorimeter requires a vessel to contain the water for example water calorimeters have

been designed with Perspex [12] and glass calorimeter container vessels [50,51,55]. This can

cause two effects, firstly if the material leaches impurities during storage or irradiation then the

heat defect will be altered. Secondly the specific heat capacity of glass is about one fifth that of

water. So for the same absorbed dose the temperature rise in glass is about five times that of the

surrounding water and consequently heat is conducted from the glass to the water.

Ice may solve this problem as it does not require a vessel in cOntact with the ice during

operation. But water does require containment while freezing and therefore impurities may

leach into the ice at this stage.
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Figure 6.1 The variation of specific heat capacity with
temperature for water.
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6.1.1.2 Disadvantages of ice calorimetry

6.1.1.2.1 Phase behaviour in ice

Figure 6.2 shows that there are nine phases of ice depending on the pressure and temperature

of formation [72]. In addition there exists a modification of hexagonal ice (lh), called cubic (lc)

ice that is metastable between -80 to -120 OC, at which temperature it becomes stable [73, 74]. For

ice calorimetry aRphase changes should be avoided. This can be achieved by forming the ice at

atmospheric pressure and restricting the temperature range between 0 and -80°C.

6.1.1.2.2 Thermal diffusivity of ice

The thermal diffusivity of ice is approximately ten times that of water. This may result in the

heat due to the radiation diffusing too quickly to enable the measurement of absorbed dose to

water at a point. To overcome this, the ice calorimeter design may incorporate a thermally

isolated core where the absorbed dose is measured similarly to that in a graphite calorimeter.

This would be difficult to manufacture as machining a thin disc of ice may cause it to melt.

Alternatively the diffusion of heat throughout the calorimeter can be modelled and a correction

applied. In this Report the latter method will be adopted.

.2.3 

Heat defect6.1

Klassen [75] has shown a chemically stationary state exists for both pure and Hz saturated ice

near 0 °C when irradiated at low doses. Klassen showed that for de-arated ice, freshly frozen

and operated at -10 OC a stationary state was reached after a dose of 25 Gy. For ice annealed at

-10 OC for 2-4 days before irradiation a stationary state was achieved after a dose of 8 Gy. If the

temperature of the ice is reduced to -23 °C then a stationary state is reached after 200 Gy.

Klassen also showed that cracked ice exhibited erratic behaviour.

Klassen irradiated the ice using 6OCO gamma rays at a dose rate of 8 Gy Imino It was shown in

chapter 5 that there is little difference between the heat defect for water irradiated with 6OCO

gamma rays and 134 kV X-rays. In this chapter it will be assumed that this is valid for ice.
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Reproduced from 'Ice Physics' by Hobbs [72] by permission of Oxford University Press
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6.2. MEASUREMENTS OF THE ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER USING AN ICE

CALORIMETER

6.2.1 Construction of the ice calorimeter

The dimensions of the ice calorimeter were the same as those chosen for the water calorimeter

(see chapter 5). The water used to make the ice calorimeter was the triple distilled water used

for the preparation of the NPL Fricke solution [76] i.e. the purest available. The Pyrex glass

beakers in which the ice was formed were cleaned using chromic acid. The ice calorimeter was

constructed of two ice blocks 6 cm in diameter, 8 cm and 2 cm long respectively. To form clear

ice free of any air bubbles the beakers were placed in a temperature controlled bath, surrounded

by water at -8 DC. When the temperature of the water fell below freezing point a small amount

of ice was placed in the beaker to seed the ice. Each of the ice blocks was allowed to form slowly

overnight and then removed from the beakers by hand.

A thermistor 3.18 mm long and 0.46 mm diameter was placed in a Si coated plastic sleeve and

then sandwiched between the ice blocks. The two ice blocks were placed on top of one another

and fused together after about 24 hours. The resulting cylinder of ice was then placed

horizontally in the cavity of a temperature controlled bath operated at -8°C.

The resistance of the thermistor was 97 kO at the ice temperature of -6 °C and its resistance

changed with temperature by approximately 246 OK-I. The thermistor leads were soldered to

two copper leads, which were then connected to one arm of an AC wheatstone bridge using a

low noise cable. Thus, the electronics could be operated in the control room next to the

irradiation facilities.

6.2.2 Measuring electronics

Figure 6.3 is a schematic diagram of the electronics used to measure the temperature rise in the

ice. This consists of an AC wheatstone bridge that produces an AC voltage change in response

to the change in thermistor resistance.
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The fixed resistors used in the bridge were high precision made by Vishay with a stability of 0.6

ppm/K. The bridge was driven by a smooth sine wave produced by an EG&G model 5209 lock-

in amplifier operated at a frequency of 182.6 Hz. This frequency was chosen as it is not a

harmonic of the mains electricity supply (48 to 52 Hz).

The AC out of balance bridge voltage was amplified, demodulated and amplified to a DC

voltage. The DC voltage was fed into an analogue to digital converter. All of this was done using

an EG&G model 5209 lock-in amplifier that consists of a high gain AC amplifier, a phase

sensitive detector and a DC amplifier.

A BBC computer was used to read the DC out of balance bridge voltage from the EG&G lock-in

amplifier. The results were displayed on its screen and stored on a floppy disc. The data was

transferred to a 486 personal computer for analysis.

6.2.2.1 Circuit shielding

Successful measurements at very low voltages (J.lV) require particular care related to shielding,

thermo-electric effects, ground loops, magnetic fields and Johnson noise. The special

precautions required to reduce the noise were:

1 Low noise cable was used to connect the thermistor to the AC wheatstone bridge.

2. The thin leads from the thermistor to the cable were wrapped in aluminum foil and

earthed.

3.

The cast-aluminum box used to house the bridge was earthed.

4.

The calorimeter was shielded in the steel temperature bath by providing an earthed

aluminum foil lid.

5, The outside of the temperature bath was earthed

6. A single earthing point for the circuit was provided by the EG&G lock in amplifier.
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6.3 EFFECTS OF FILM ON THE PURITY OF WATER

For the ice calorimeter the effect of the film used to insulate the thermistor, on the purity of the

ice is unknown. If the film is leaching impurities to the ice calorimeter then the heat defect is

unpredictable. This experiment was performed using water instead of ice. It is expected that the

reactions in water will be quicker than those in ice and therefore have a greater effect on the heat

defect. Melinex, polyethylene with no additives, cling film produced by Camlab and silicon

coated film were investigated as their manufacturers claimed that these films do not evolve

organic impurities in water. This was done by taking advantage of the fact that Fricke solution

is sensitive to impurities [76].

The film was placed in a beaker of triple distilled water and irradiated for a rangeof doses

between 40 and 4000 Gy using 6OCO y-rays. A mixture was made of equal amounts of Fricke

solution and the water in contact with the film. The optical density of this mixture was

compared with that of a control mixture. Figure 6.4 shows that water in contact with the

polyethylene with no additives affects the purity of water. Whereas the remaining three films

show a reduced effect.
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6.4 MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE RISE USING A THERMISTOR

The absorbed dose is derived from the measurement of the temperature rise produced by the

radiation beam, the thermistor must therefore be calibrated. In principle only relative

temperatures are required although in practice it is more convenient to work with absolute

temperatures.

The conversion of the bridge out-of-balance voltage to a change in thermistor temperature is a

two-stage process. Firstly the resistance of a lOOQ platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) was

compared at reference point temperatures. The PRT was then used as a transfer device to

convert the out-of-balance voltage of the bridge to temperature. I will now discuss each of these

Calibration of a platinum resistance thermometer

The normal method of calibrating a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) is using triple point

cells (see section 5.4.2). However, the closest reference point temperature (below zero) to the

operating temperature (-6 DC) of the ice calorimeter is the freezing point of mercury at -38.862

°C. As this is far from -6 e the temperature section at NPL calibrated the PRT by direct

comparison with a secondary standard PRT.

Calibration of thermistors

The thermistor in the ice calorimeter was calibrated after all of the irradiations had been

completed. A hole approximately 3 mm in diameter was drilled in the ice as close to the

thermistor as possible and the PRT was placed in the hole. The PRT was connected to a DVM

programmed to read resistance directly. This DVM was checked every morning with a 100

kohm resistor, no change was observed in the measured resistance throughout the experiment

within the uncertainty of the DVM (five decimal places). The temperature of the bath was

varied from -6 to -8 °C, ensuring that the bath was allowed a minimum of 7 hours to reach

equilibrium after each step. At each step a set of 10 readings were taken of the out-of-balance

bridge voltage and the resistance of the PRT.
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6.5 COMPARISON OF THE ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER MEASURED USING THE ICE

CALORIMETER TO THAT USING THE PRIMARY STANDARD GRAPffiTE CALORIMETER

USING 6OCO GAMMA RAYS

Irradiation of the ice calorimeter

The ice calorimeter was placed in a temperature bath with its major axis positioned on the beam

axis. The calorimeter was irradiated via a monitor chamber, using a field size of 6 cm x 6 cm at

the position of the thermistor. Before the start of the irradiations the ice calorimeter was given

a dose of approximately 30 Gy, this was repeated after a break in the irradiations of more than

1 day.

The out-of-balance voltage from the wheatstone bridge was measured every 8 seconds. Figure

6.5 shows a typical calorimeter measurement. It consists of three stages, an initial temperature

drift measurement for 240 seconds, an irradiation period of 240 seconds to give a dose of

approximately 1.5 Gy and a post irradiation drift measurement for 480 seconds. It was found

that the pre and post irradiation drifts were very noisy for a single calorimeter run. This was

improved by summing the calorimeter runs point by point for 30 calorimeter runs. Figure 6.6

shows that combining the calorimeter runs in this way gives an improved signal to noise ratio

of approximately 250:1.

To determine the absorbed dose to water using these measurements both the temperature rise

and the specific heat capacity at the operating temperature are required. The traditional method

of determining the temperature rise from figure 6.6 is to fit a line to the pre and post irradiation

drifts and extrapolate them to the midpoint of the irradiation. However for ice calorimetry it can

be seen that the pre and post irradiation drifts have distinctive shapes that makes this method

impossible. The temperature rise was therefore determined by modelling [78] the diffusion of

heat throughout the ice as recommended by Duane and described in Appendix 4. The specific

heat capacity was interpolated (see figure 6.1) to the operating temperature using data given in

Kaye and Laby [79].
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6.5.2 Irradiation of a NE2561 ionization chamber

The ice calorimeter was removed from the temperature controlled bath and the temperature of

the bath was increased from -10 DC to 20 'C. A glass vessel that had the same external

dimensions as the ice calorimeter and a front face 0.2 mm thick, was placed in the bath, such that

the glass vessel will experience the same radiation field as the ice calorimeter. The glass vessel

was then filled with water and a waterproof sleeve was fixed at 2 cm deep in the vessel. Three

NE2561 ionization chambers were placed alternately in the sleeve and their responses measured

using a NE2560 electrometer via a monitor chamber. The response of each chamber was

corrected for temperature, pressure, front face of the glass vessel and depth in water.

To investigate the effects of the waterproof sleeves on the chambers response, each chamber was

measured in three different sleeves. The maximum spread between a set of measurements was

0.2% and the difference between the sleeves was 0.4%.

6.5.3 Calibration of a NE2561 ionization chamber by direct comparison with the primary

standard graphite calorimeter in 6OCO

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the NPL primary graphite calorimeter [80] that follows the design of

Domen [41]. Absorbed dose to graphite is measured in the 2 cm diameter, 3 cm thick graphite

disc which forms the core of the calorimeter. The core is surrounded by three graphite jackets

to isolate it thermally from an extensive graphite phantom. The gaps of 1mm between the core

and the jackets are evacuated. During irradiation the energy absorbed by the core raises the core

temperature by TR, which is sensed by a thermistor in one arm of an AC bridge [81,42]. The

calorimeter is calibrated by dissipating in the core a measured quantity of electrical energy, EE.

For the core of mass m, the absorbed dose to graphite is given by:

TR

EE .Dc = ~~ (21)

where T E is the temperature rise during the electrical calibration.
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In practice changes in bridge out of balance voltage are measured rather than actual changes of

temperature. The main corrections to the calorimeter measurements are for the effects of the

gaps around the core [45] and for the energy losses during the electrical calibration.

To calibrate each NE2561 ionization chamber, they were placed alternately in a 17 cm sided,

square graphite phantom. The centres of the chambers and midplane of the calorimeter core

were placed at the same depth in graphite and same source to detector distance. The ionization

chamber measurements were corrected to standard temperature and pressure. This comparison

gives chamber calibration factors in terms of absorbed dose to graphite per unit charge. The

conversion to absorbed dose to water follows the work of Bums [46] where the photon fluence

scaling theorem was used.

6.5.4 Results'

TABLE 6.1 RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON BETWEEN GRAPHITE AND ICE

CALORIMETRY USING 60CO GAMMA RAYS

NE2561 

chamber serial number~ 258 259 260

10.021 10.312 10.244calibration factor in absorbed dose to

water per charge determined using the

graphite calorimeter

(Gy/~O)

calibration factor in absorbed dose to 9.843 10.140 10.049

water per charge determined using the

ice calorimeter.iQYiC 

x 10) -

0.982 0.983 0.981ice calorime~

graphite c~~e:trY
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Picture of NE2561 chamber calibrated by direct comparison with theFigure 6.7

primary standard graphite calorimeter.
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6.5.5 UNCERTAINTIES

TABLE 6.2 UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE MEASUREMENTS DONE USING

6OCO GAMMA RAYS

uncertainty (10)
(%)Source of uncertainty

Random non-
random

Comparison with ~he ~raphite calorimeter.

Calibration of the ionization chambers by

c°ll!parison with the graphite calorim~ter (8m
1.4

Deviation from inverse square law (a) 0.75

chamber measurement

I depth in water (b) 0.7

c~arge calibration of NE2560 electrometer (82~ 0.1

0.1

! 

set of five readings (c)

difference between waterproof sleeves 0.4

(see section 6.~.2)

~orrecti~n due tQ front f~ce of phantom (d) 0.05

ice calorimeter measurement

I 

calibration of PRT (e) 0.04

2calibration of the thermistor (f)

0.7depth in ice

inte fetation of tern erature rise in the ice.(h) 1

3specific heat capacity of ice (i)

2.5 3.4Quadrature sum

4.2Overall ~certainty

Estimated from inverse square law measurements.(a)
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(b), (g)

and (d)

The uncertainty in depth was estimated from visual inspection. This

was converted to an uncertainty in the dose from depth dose data given in BJR

Supplement 17 [40].

(c) This uncertainty is the standard deviation of a set of five ionization chamber

readings.

(e) This uncertainty was taken from the calibration certificate.

(f) and (h) Estimated from a fit to the experimental data.

(i) Estimated from Giauque and Stout [83].

6.6 DETERMINAnON OF THE CHAMBER CORRECnON FACTOR FOR A NE2561

IONIZATION CHAMBER IRRADIATED wrrn X-RAYS GENERA TED AT 134 KV

Irradiation of the ice calorimeter

The ice calorimeter was operated in the same manner as when it was irradiated using 6OCO

gamma rays except that the out-of-balance voltage from the bridge was measured every 12

seconds for a dose rate of approximately 0.25 Gy I min. Figure 6.9 shows the sum of 25

calorimeter measurements when the ice calorimeter was irradiated using X-rays generated at

134 kV.

Absorbed dose to water measured using an ionization chamber

Three NE2561 ionization chambers connected to a Keithley electrometer were used for the

ionometric measurements. The ionization chambers without their waterproof sleeves were

initially calibrated in air by direct comparison with the primary standard free air chamber, as

described in chapter 3. To ensure that the ionometric measurements were performed in a similar

geometry to the ice calorimeter, a glass vessel having the same dimensions as the calorimeter

was employed with the chambers placed in their waterproof sleeves at 2 cm deep. The glass

vessel was placed in the water bath maintained at 20 °C.
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Figure 6.9: Summation of 22 calorimeter runs when the ice
calorimeter is irradiated with X-rays generated at 134 kV.
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A set of readings consisted of five readings taken of the ionization current via a

transmission monitor. To check the reproducibility and the effect of the waterproof sleeves,

three sets of measurements were performed with each chamber in the three sleeves. The

maximum spread between the sets of measurements was 0.3%, whereas the maximum

difference between the sleeves was 1.1%. The absorbed dose to water was determined for each

chamber using the equation in Section 3.3 where (Pen/P)w,a is taken from Table 4.3.

6.6.3 Results

TABLE 6.3 RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATION OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER
USING AN IONIZATION CHAMBER

TABLE 6.4 RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATION OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER
USING THE ICE CALORIMETER

NE2561 chamber serial number 258 259 260

Temperature measured using the ice
calorimeter
(OC x 1Qj

7.186 7.186 7.186

specific heat capacity of ice
GKg-IC-1)

2076.6 2076.6 2076.6

Response of chamber

-(~_x 10-8)

1.649 1.6169 1.6079

calibration factor
(Gy /C x 10 ~)-

9.049 9.229 9.281

ice calorime~
c~mber dosimetry

0.974 0.959 0.964
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6.6.4 Uncertainties

TABLE 6.5 UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEASUREMENT OF Kch
FOR A NE2561 CHAMBER IRRADIATED WITH 134 kV X-RAYS

Uncertainty (10)
(%)

Source of uncertainty
Random non-

random

chamber measurements

1.5depth in water

set of 5 reading:s 0.1

0.1c!large calib~ation 5Jf the electr_ometer

front face of the glass vessel 0.05

calibration of the chamber in terms of air kerma 1.1

I 

(Pen/P)w.a 0.15

effect of wateroroof sleeves 1.1

ice calorimeter

depth in ice 1.5

calibration of the PRT 0.04

2calibration of the thermistor

3.5intereretati!;>n of ~e tem~eratu!~ risei!1 ice

specific heat capacity of ice 3

comparison of the absorbed dose to water the
grap~te ca!orime~ at ro~o

1.2

4.4 3.7Quadrature sum

5.7Overall uncertain~

The uncertainties were derived similarly to that given in Table 6.2.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

In this Report a detailed investigation of the measurement of absorbed dose to water using an

ionization chamber was performed. It was found that the chamber correction factor (kch) was

dependent on the type of chamber used. For the U.K secondary standard chamber (NE2561),

it was found in Chapter 3 that kch varied from (1.022 :t 0.03) to (1.016 :to.Ol) for HVL between

0.15 and 4 mmCu. The only published data for a NE2561 chamber is that calculated by Ma et

al [84] using Monte Carlo techniques. Ma et al found that the chamber correction factor for a

NE2561 was (1.016:t0.Ol) for X-rays at 8.8 mmAl HVL, when irradiated with a 10 x 10 cm2 field.

This agrees with the values given in this Report within the stated uncertainties.

The ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air was calculated for the conditions

given in the IAEA code and those used for the ice calorimetry. At 0.17 mmCu HVL the value

calculated in this Report agrees with the IAEA code within 0.1%.

A survey of the medium energy radiotherapy centres throughout the UK revealed that there is

little consensus on the beam qualities adopted, when stated in terms of HVL. In this Report it

is recommended that HVL should be replaced with a quality index that is dependent on the

depth dose curve, such as the ratio of dose at 2 and 5 cm deep in water.

Water calorimetry using medium energy X-rays was studied in this thesis. Heat defect

calculations for water showed that zero heat defect could be attained using H2 saturated water

after an initial dose of about 10 Gy. It was also shown that there is negligible difference between

the heat defect for water irradiated with 6OCO gamma rays and medium energy X-rays.

Unfortunately initial measurements performed using the water calorimeter showed that it was

not a useful tool using medium energy X-rays due to its low signal to noise ratio.

To overcome this problem an ice calorimeter was designed and built. The calibration factor for

a NE2561 chamber at 6OCO determined using the primary standard graphite calorimeter is

(1.8:t0.08) % greater than that found using the ice calorimeter. The difference between the ice

and graphite calorimeter was measured consistently with three NE2561 chambers within 0.1 %.

The difference between the calorimeters may be attributed to several causes such as an

endothermic heat defect for the ice calorimeter or a problem in converting from graphite to

water for the graphite calorimeter.
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The ice calorimeter was then irradiated with 0.5 mmCu HVL X-rays as this is the lowest medium

energy recommended in the new UK code of practice for low and medium energy X-rays [85].

It was found that the absorbed dose to water measured using the ice calorimeter is less than that

using conventional chamber dosimetry by (3.5:t0.2)%. If the difference between ice and graphite

calorimetry at 6OCO is attributed to an endothermic heat defect for the ice then this difference is

reduced to 2%. This implies that the chamber correction factor for a NE2561 ionization chamber

is (0.98:t0.05). It is unlikely that the lower limit of the chamber correction factor determined

using the ice calorimeter is valid as there is no other work to support a chamber correction factor

that is less than unity. This agrees with the value of kch given in chapter 3 of this Report and that

given by Ma [84] within the stated uncertainties.

7.1 FUTURE WORK

An accurate ice calorimeter could solve many questions in megavoltage photon dosimetry; such

as the conversion from absorbed dose in graphite to water, the value of W / e and the conversion

from air kerma measured using cavity chambers to absorbed dose to water.
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For ice calorimetry to be a useful dosimetric tool the uncertainties associated with the measured

absorbed dose must be reduced. There are three main sources of uncertainty, the calibration of

the thermistor in ice, the interpretation of the temperature rise from the calorimetry

measurements and the specific heat capacity of ice. The calibration of the thermistor in ice could

be improved if a properly designed temperature enclosure were employed. Unfortunately the

temperature bath used in this Report was dependent on the room temperature. For the

irradiations this was not critical as the exposure rooms at NPL are temperature controlled but

for the calibration of the thermistor a temperature controlled room was not available. The

second source of uncertainty is modelling the heat flow in ice that is necessary due to the high

diffusivity of ice. A solution may be to construct an ice calorimeter that has a thermally isolated
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quotient dEtr by dm, where dEtr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all charged particles

liberated by indirectly ionizing particles in a volume element of the specified material and dm

is the mass of the matter in that volume element.

dE
K=-!!..

dm

The kinetic energy of an electron may be spent in two ways:

(1) Coulomb-force interactions with atomic electrons of the absorbing material. These are

called collision (c) interactions,

(2) Radiative (r) interactions with the Coulomb force field of atomic nuclei, in which X-ray

photons (bremsstrahlung or breaking radiation) are emitted as the electron decelerates.

Since dEtr is the sum of the initial energies of the charged particles liberated by indirectly ionizing

particles, Kerma (K) includes both interactions. Hence:

K=K +Kc r

where:

~
~

is the collision kerrna,

is the kerma due to radiative interactions.

It follows that for a given monoenergetic radiation beam Kerma can be written:

K = 1jJ~

p

A2.2.5.2 Absorbed dose

Absorbed dose (D) is defined by ICRU [87] as the quotient of de by dm. Where de is the mean
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energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter in a volume element and dm is the mass of the

matter in that volume element.

-
dE

dm
D =

The energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter in a volume is:

e = ~eI -~eex + ~Q

where'

1::er is the sum of the energies (excluding rest energies) of all those directly and

indirectly ionizing particles that have entered the volume,

}JEex is the sum of the energies (excluding rest energies) of all those directly and indirectly

ionizing particles that have left the volume,

}:::Q is the sum of all the energies released, minus the sum of all the energies expended, in any

transfonnations of nuclei and elementary particles that have occurred within the volume.

A2.3 DETERMINA nON OF ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER USING :MEDIUM ENERGY

X-RAYS

For medium energy X-rays the collision kerma in air ~r can be measured using a calibrated

ionization chamber by:

K. = M. N
Kair air (31)

where

Mair is the reading of the ionization chamber when it is used in air corrected to the same

ambient conditions as the calibration factor,

is the air kenna calibration factor for the chamber for standard ambient conditions andNK

for the radiation quality of the incident beam in air.

If the chamber is placed at a depth in water, the air kerma in water (~Jwater is given by
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(Kair)water
= Mz=2 NK kch

where

MZ=2 is the reading of the ionization chamber when it is used at 2 cm deep in water corrected

to the same ambient conditions as the calibration factor,

~h allows for the change in the chamber response when it is calibrated in air to when it is

used at a depth in water.

In this thesis

kch = ka kst Prep ks1eeve
(33)

where:

ka accounts for angular and energy dependance on the response of the chamber in water

compared to when the chamber is calibrated in air,

kst accounts for the influence of the stem on the response of the chamber in water compared

to when the chamber is calibrated in air,

Prep

ks1eeve

accounts for the replacement of the water by the cavity and wall of the chamber,

accounts for effect of the waterproof sleeve on the response of the chamber in water

compared to when the chamber is calibrated in air,

The next step is to convert the air kenna in water to the water kenna in water by:

Kwater = (Kair)water

w,a

where

(Jlen/P )w,a is the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients of water to air.

Now
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D w = Kwater

(35)

Assuming:

(a) Bremsstrahlung production is negligible. Now the radiative keffila is zero and the total

keffila is equal to the collision keffila. This is the case when using medium energy X-rays

in low Z-materials.

(b) Charge particle equilibrium exists.

D = MZ=2 NK
kchw

(36)w,a
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APPENDIX 3 Parameters used to calculate the heat defect

Initial concentrations (mol/dm3) [65]

H2O = 55.6 OH-= X 10-7 H+ = 1 X 10-7

G-values (molecules/l 00 eV) for 6OCO at room temperature. [65]

OH = 2.67 e-aq = 2.66 H = 0.55 H2 = 0.45

H2O2 = 0.72 H+ = 2.76 OH- = 0.1 H2O = -6.87

G-values were derived so as they obeyed the laws of conservation of mass and charge.

Water radiolysis equations and rate constants. [58]

REACTION RATE CONSTANTS

(L.mol-1.s-1)

6 x 109REI: OH + OH -+ H2O2RE2: 

OH + e-aq -+ OH- + H2ORE3: 

OH + H-+H2ORE4: 

OH + 0- -+ H02-RE5: 

OH + H02 -+ H2O3

RE6: OH + O2- -+ OH- + O2

: OH + 03- -+ 03 + OH"
!RE8: 

OH + 03- -+ H02 + oi-RE9: 

OH + H2O2 -+ H2O + O2- + H+

REIO: OH + H02- -+ H2O + O2-

2.5 X 1010

2.5 X 1010

1.8 X 1010

7.9x 109

1 X 1010

RE7 2.5 X 109

6 X 109

2.7 X 107

7.5xlO9

REII: OH+OH--O-+H2O

RE12: OH+H2-H2O'+Hi

1.4 X 1010

4 X 107

RE13: OH + 03 -O2- + O2 + H- 1 X 108
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APPENDIX 4

A4.1

INTRODUCTION

-~ ~--- &&~.,In contact with the ice is less than that of the ice. Therefore, irradiation causes excess heat to be

generated in the themIistor. The amount of excess heat is proportional to the mass of the material

that should be made as small as possible.

were derived by Duane [78].

A4.2 GENERAL CONDUCTION

d2e

dX2

d2e

dy2

d2e

dz2
~(x,y,z,t)+ +

K

where:

e is the temperature,

is the time,

K is the thermal conductivity of the ice,

A(x,y,z,t) is the source function,

a is the thermal diffusivity of the ice at temperature e.

where:

K<l=-
p c

where
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p is the density of the ice,

is the specific heat capacity of the icec

RADIAL AND AXIAL FLOW OF HEAT IN THE ICE CALORIMETER

The ice calorimeter was designed with a diameter equal to the diameter of the medium energy

X-ray beam at NPL. As the X-ray beam is approximately flat the heat flow radially is assumed

to be negligible. The problem therefore reduces to a one dimensional heat flow problem along

the major axis of the calorimeter. Irradiation of the ice calorimeter causes the ice to be heated

non-uniformly due to the decreasing dose with depth. The shape of the depth dose profile

detennines the initial temperature profile and the evolution with time was calculated for the time

of a calorimeter run.

The solution was calculated analytically by dividing the calorimeter into 22 discrete slabs, each

0.24 cm long. It was assumed that there was no flow of heat in the slab and that heat only flowed

between the slabs. Where the flow of heat between two slabs (1.2) is:

de
dx

oc a(81 -82)

The results are shown in Figure A4.1, where it is assumed that the flow of heat from the edges

of the calorimeter is negligible.

THERMISTOR OVERSHOOT

The thermistor used in this Report is a small cylinder, approximately 3.18 mm long and 0.46 mm

in diameter, with a pair of thin platinum wires entering one end of the cylinder. If measurements

are to be accurate, the excess heat must be conducted rapidly away during irradiation or heat flow

calculations should determine the amount of excess heat.

Infoffilation about the themlistors chemical composition is not known to enable a quantitative

heat flow calculation. There is also an added complication as the heat flow exhibits cylindrical

symmetry for short times and changes to spherical symmetry as time progresses. The spherical

geometry was modelled by dividing a sphere into 13 shells the inner sphere containing the

thermistor. The sphere was unifonnly heated except for excess heating near the inner shell. The
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cylindrical symmetry was modelled analytically.

Duane [78] found (see Figure A4.2) that the rise in the excess heat due to thennistor overshoot

can be characterized into three main sections. A linear rise immediately after the irradiation is

started, a logarithmic rise follows and finally a constant term. This is mimicked when the beam

is turned off.

A4.5 TOTAL CORRECTION DUE TO REA T CONDUCTION

The total correction due to heat conduction in the ice calorimeter was calculated by a fit of the

model to the experimental data (see Figure A4.3). The pre irradiation drift was taken to be linear,

followed by a linear fit immediately after the beam is turned on and a logarithmic fit. This left

a time dependent temperature profile in the ice at the depth of measurement. This was fit to the

function calculated in section A4.3, multiplied by a factor that is the corrected temperature.
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Figure A4.3 Comparison of the measured and modelled data
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1.

1.1

ADDENDUM

RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO ICRU REPORT 23 AND IAEA TRS 277.

In IAEA TRS 277/ Puis defined as the replacement correction only but the values

quoted are for the chamber correction factor. IAEA should correctly define P u to

include all of the components of the chamber correction factor (see equation 2/ page

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

17 of this thesis).

The values of P u given in IAEA TRS 277 should not include values determined using

the graphite extrapolation chamber until the difference between this method and

other methods is understood.

In ICRU Report 23, the chamber should be calibrated in terms of air kerma instead

of exposure.

In ICRU Report 23, the F-factor should be replaced with its constituent components,

therefore the equation used to determine absorbed dose to water will become

equation 36 on page 133 of this thesis.

In ICRU Report 23, the value of WI e should be updated and the values of (1:ien1 P )w,a

given in IAEA TRS 277 should be adopted.

In both codes, for medium energy X-ray dosimetry the depth at which the absorbed

dose to water is determined in water should be reduced from 5 cm to 2 cm, to

maximize the measured dose.

The chamber correction factor is dependant on chamber type, field size and depth

in the phantom. Therefore, both codes should quote the chamber correction factor

for all of the conditions and types of chambers in common use.

For atypically designed chambers the codes should recommend a method of

determining the chamber correction factor based on a chamber with a known

chamber correction factor as given in chapter 3 of this thesis.

1.9

1.10

In both codes the characteristics of the waterproof sleeve should be given such as

those outlined in section 3.6.2 of this thesis.

To reduce the effect of the waterproof sleeve on the chamber correction factor the

chambers should be calibrated in air in their waterproof sleeves. In this situation the

calibration in terms of air kerma would only be valid for the chamber placed in its

own unique sleeve.

It has been shown in this thesis that the use of HVL as a beam quality specifier is

inadequate. For medium energy X-rays HVL should be replaced with an index that

1.11

1



is dependent on the slope of the depth dose curve in water, such as the ratio of

absorbed dose to water at 2 cm deep to that at 5 cm deep.

2. DESIRABLE FEATURES OF AN IONIZA nON CHAMBER USED TO MEASURE

ABSORBED DOSE TO WATER

For an air equivalent ionization chamber the desirable features are given in ICRU Report 23

(see page 24 of this thesis). Additional characteristics have become apparent in this thesis

and are listed below.

2.1 The chamber should be watertight to eliminate the need for a waterproof sleeve.

2.2 To reduce ~tem, the diameter of the chamber stem should be as small as possible and

the material used to manufacture the stem should have as Iowan atomic number as

possible. Materials with atomic number greater than that of aluminum should not

be used.

2.3 The components used to construct the ionization chamber should have as Iowan

atomic number as possible. Materials with atomic number greater than that of

aluminum should not be used.

2.6

2.7

The size of the chamber volume is a compromise between as small as possible to

reduce prep and large enough to produce a measurable ionization current.

The shape of the chamber cavity is a compromise between a chamber with good

spatial resolution such as a parallel plate chamber and a spherical chamber that will

minimize kll'

The wall of the chamber should be just thick enough to ensure electrons entering the

cavity originate in the wall of the cavity and not in the surrounding medium, wall

thicknesses greater than these should never be used.

Any material that results in radiation backscattered into the cavity should not be

used near the chamber, such as the housing of the PTW Grenz chamber.

For chambers to exhibit a flat (within :t5%) energy response in air some method of

compensation is required. Chambers without any compensation such as those used

for electron dosimetry should not be used for medium energy X-ray dosimetry.

Ideally to minimize the replacement correction in water all of the components, i.e. stem, wall

and cavity of the chamber should be constructed of water equivalent material. In this case

the chamber could only be used over the medium energy X-ray range as it is unlikely that

the material would be water equivalent over a large energy range. If the water equivalent
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chamber were used as recommended in the two codes then the chamber correction factor

would be simplified to the product of k u and a replacement correction in air, assuming that

the chamber was spherical and watertight.

However the measurement of absorbed dose to water using an ionization chamber could

be simplified further. If initially the air kerma at a point in space ( say point p) was

determined using a free air chamber. The water equivalent chamber should then be placed

at 2 cm deep in a full scatter water phantom, with its effective point of measurement at point

p. The water equivalent chamber would now be measuring air kerma in water directly and

only (j1enl P )w,a would be required to determine absorbed dose to water.
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